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Edifier R1700BTs
The  versatile  speakers  will  make  you  want  to  connect  any  device  to  them  for  exceptional  sound  quality.  The  Bluetooth  module  is
responsible  for  a  constant  connection,  with  no  lag  occurring.  The  R1700BTs  have built-in  digital  signal  processing  (DSP)  and dynamic
range control (DRC) to prevent any distortion. They allow you to maintain a clean transmission without sacrificing performance. Plus, you
can point them toward you at a 10-degree angle, making listening to music a favorite pastime.
 
Advanced technology
Edifier speakers use innovative Qualcomm AptX HD technology, making the sound quality even better with Bluetooth connection. While
DSP  (Digital  Signal  Processing),  as  well  as  DRC  (Dynamic  Range  Control),  effectively  eliminate  any  distortion.  Wireless  connectivity
provides unlimited freedom while relaxing.
 
Eagle Eye tweeter
With its newly developed 19mm "Eagle Eye" dome tweeters, the R1700BTs impress with a wealth of detail. The desirable dimensions and
improved  specifications  of  the  "Eagle  Eye"  meet  the  highest  standards  and  requirements  of  professional  users.  Its  satisfying  sound
makes moody songs deep and full, guaranteeing an unforgettable listening experience.
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Solid quality
4-inch bass drivers in each speaker provide smooth transitions between low and also high tones. With a front-facing bass reflex port, low
frequencies are emphasized, giving the bass more power. Pair  your smartphone with the functional speaker via Bluetooth. With just a
flick of your wrist, you can listen to music endlessly with the R1700BTs.
 
Thoroughly crafted
The  speaker  set  is  sure  to  make  a  stylish,  interesting  addition  to  a  tasteful  interior.  The  classic  casing  with  a  modern  finish  adds  an
amazing character that will grab your attention. Conveniently connect any equipment through convenient dual RCA inputs. An RCA cable
is also included so you don't have to worry about compatibility issues. The panel on the side of the speaker offers convenient operation
and adjusts the audio signal according to your preference. You can also change music from a distance with the wireless remote control.
 
Kit contents:
A pair of Edifier R1700BTs speakers
Remote control
2RCA-2RCA (Cinch) cable
Mini Jack 3.5mm to 2RCA (Cinch) cable
Cable to connect the left speaker to the right speaker
Owner's manual
	Producent
	Edifier
	Model
	R1700BTs
	Total power output
	R/L(high): 15W+15W ; R/L(mid-low): 18W+18W
	Driver unit
	Φ19mm tweeter unit + 4 inches mid-bass driver
	Signal-to-noise ratio
	≥85dB(A)
	Input sensitivity
	LINE IN 1: 700±50mV / LINE IN 2: 550±50mV / Bluetooth: 400±50mV
	Frequency response
	52Hz - 20kHz
	Input
	Line In 1, Line In 2, Bluetooth

Price:

€ 169.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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